Open optoelectrowetting droplet actuation
We present experimental realization of an open optoelectrowetting ͑o-OEW͒ device for liquid droplet manipulations. The o-OEW device is realized by coplanar electrodes and a photoconductor. The local switching effect for electrowetting resulting from illumination is based on the tunable impedance of the photoconductor. Dynamic virtual electrodes are created using projected images, leading to free planar movements of droplets. Basic operations such as transporting and merging were demonstrated. Translational speed up to 3.6 mm/ s was measured. Equivalent circuit analysis shows that the operational frequency for the current setup ranges from 100 to 800 Hz. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.2970047͔ Digital microfluidics has been emerging as a promising development in lab-on-a-chip ͑LoC͒ systems.
1-5 A variety of droplet actuation methods have been conducted including thermal Marangoni effect, 6 photosensitive surface treatment, 7 surface acoustic wave, 8 liquid dielectrophoresis, 9 and electrowetting.
1,10 Among these techniques, electrowetting draws most attention due to its high performance, reliability, simplicity, and fast response. Based on the droplet manipulation, one is able to integrate different cumbersome laboratory operations in a microliter liquid, called lab in a drop. 11 Increasing numbers of assays have benefited by this innovation, such as polymerase chain reaction ͑PCR͒ 12 and cell sorting. 13 Lately addressable electrowetting has been exploited to extend the technique.
14 Optoelectrowetting ͑OEW͒ approach proposed by Chiou et al. 15 employs a photoconductor, making "virtual electrodes." The electrodes are generated dynamically, with projected images, thus realizing multidroplet and programmable manipulations.
Conventionally, studies put more emphasis on closed configurations ͑droplets sandwiched in-between two parallel plates͒. However, integrating additional components or extensibility is seriously limited. An open configuration compensates this deficiency and well-designed combination of open and closed configurations can lead to a complete LoC system as well. In this letter, we propose an addressable open droplet actuation system. This is achieved by integrating open electrowetting [16] [17] [18] [19] with a photoconductor resulting in open OEW ͑o-OEW͒, as shown in Fig. 1 .
A fabrication process regarding the o-OEW chip is briefly described as follow: Firstly, a positive photoresist ͑Hoechst Celanese, AZ4620͒ is spun on a 4" glass wafer ͑Corning, 1737F͒ and followed by a photolithography. Secondly, 1000-Å titanium ͑Ti͒ is deposited on the top of the wafer using e-beam evaporation and then patterned the electrodes by means of lift-off. Subsequently, 450-nm amorphous silicon ͑a-Si͒ and 115-nm SiO 2 are deposited using a plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition ͑PECVD͒ system. Here a-Si works as a photoconductor while SiO 2 works as an insulator in the chip. Eventually, a hydrophobic coating of a thickness less than 50 nm is spun on the top surface with 1% diluted Teflon ͑Dupont. AF1600 ® ͒. Figure 2 explains the mechanism behind o-OEW. When the circuit loop is located on the dark side of the droplet, the droplet maintains a high contact angle. Otherwise, the major voltage drop occurs in the insulator, causing a wetting force. The liquid curvature change due to the wetted surface decreases the inner pressure which can be estimated from the Young-Laplace equation. 20 Higher pressure on the dark side of the droplet prompts the droplet to move toward the light spot. In principle, the shifting of the impedances between the photoconductor and the insulator determines where the major voltage drop occurs and hence the thickness of each layer should be carefully designed to generate the maximum photoconductivity ratio ͑i.e., high light-to-dark conductivity ratio͒.
Compared to the featureless electrode in a closed OEW, 15 ,21 the key to o-OEW is patterning driving and reference electrodes alternately, such that subcircuit loops are formed when the droplet rolls over them. The interdigitated design aims to increase the contact surface and minimize the discontinuity due to the gap. The minimum droplet size is a͒ Electronic mail: wereley@purdue.edu. primarily constrained by the electrode width. A controllable droplet should cover at least three electrodes in order to form two different loops on both sides. One side attains a reduced contact angle due to the illumination; the other side maintains a high contact angle in the dark.
For analyzing the droplet actuation in a systematic way, an equivalent circuit for Fig. 2 can be expressed as
where U is the driving potential, C i , C w , and C ph are the capacitances of the insulator, the droplet, and the photoconductor, respectively, R w , and R ph are the resistances of the droplet and the photoconductor, respectively, and denotes the driving angular frequency. The hydrophobic coating ͑Du-pont, Teflon AF1600͒ used to maintain a high contact angle ͑ϳ118°͒ is usually relatively thin, thus being excluded in the calculation for simplicity. Relationship between the voltage drop across the insulator and the driving frequency is exhibited in Fig. 3 . The objective is to seek a frequency which can provide the maximum photoconductivity ratio. The voltage drop declines rapidly as the frequency increases and no significant voltage difference between the dark and bright is observed at low frequency ͑Ӷ100 Hz͒, resulting in merely a narrow bandwidth available for manipulation. Compared to experimental observations ͑10Ͻ c Ͻ 100͒, the optimal bandwidth based on the current setup falls between 100 and 800 Hz. An increase in light intensity is likely to enhance the photoconductivity ratio.
An evaluation of contact angle measurement was conducted. A potential of 37 V rms at 100 Hz was applied on a liquid droplet ͑water͒. The illumination laser source ͑3 mW͒ was 15 mW/ cm 2 at 670 nm, and it was used for both actuation and contact angle measurments. A contact angle reduction of 24°was experimentally observed while reported hysteresis angle on the same hydrophobic surface is 7°-9°. 22 More information associated with the experimental and theoretical analyses can be obtained from the works of Chiou et al. 23 and Inui.
24 Figure 4 demonstrates fluid transport utilizing o-OEW. The movement of the droplet in a triangle path ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒ manifests free movement in all directions on the surface. Translational speeds up to 3.6 mm/ s were experimentally measured. The use of titanium ͑Ti͒ makes it necessary for the laser/steering beam to come in from the top. However, the metal can be replaced by a transparent conductive material, such as indium tin oxide, thus enabling the laser beam to come in from the bottom ͑flat side of the droplet͒. Furthermore, a test without potential supply was also conducted to observe the possible actuation resulting from Marangoni effect. No displacement was measured under such circumstances and the temperature increase due to the laser heating was too tiny ͑Ͻ0.1°C͒ to be measured. Notation c denotes the photoconductivity ratio ͑light-to-dark conductivity ratio͒. The optimal operational region yields the maximum photoconductivity ratio. The driving potential was 50 V rms and the empirically operational bandwidth was between 100 and 800 Hz. The frequency out of the range could result in limited or none o-OEW effect .   FIG. 4 . ͑Color online͒ Basic droplet manipulations using an o-OEW device. The driving voltage was 42 V rms at 500 Hz. ͑a͒ The laser spot is placed in the middle of the two droplets, causing both droplets to wet the illuminated surface and then merge together. ͑b͒ Transporting is demonstrated. In the image set from left to right, the droplet initially moves to the upper left ͑Second image͒ and then to the lower left ͑third image͒. The simple maneuvering proves the potential of free droplet operations on a surface.
Overall this paper demonstrates a unique technique of droplet actuation using an open configuration OEW with coplanar electrodes and a photoconductor. The results amend the deficiency of the current OEW, leading to a more complete programmable LoC system. 1
